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put accurate information in,
get accurate information out

use good software to
maintain live inventory
levels

know your current demand,
forecast for future demand 
& plan accordingly

know your supplier lead
times and how often you
should order from them

know your stock capacity
restraints and don't over
order!



1
ACCURATE INFORMATION

Put accurate information in, get accurate information out!

This starts with information provided when you place an order with a supplier. Accurate
prices, quantities, and scheduled delivery dates need to be entered. This will allow for
accurate inventory level forecasting, and also allow for cashflow forecasting. 

When the items arrive at your facility you need to receive them in correctly. Don’t rely on
documentation provided by the supplier, their quantities are often incorrect.

Double check this information on receiving. 

The same can be said after receiving goods into your warehouse. If you discover faulty,
damaged, or lost stock you need to adjust this information immediately, don’t wait for the
annual stocktake to roll around, make the changes now so you can make accurate
reordering decisions. 

Correcting information along your products journey is crucial in order for you to make
educated purchasing decisions.



Use good software to maintain live inventory levels.

Counting stock often to work out if you need to order more is time consuming. 

Keeping track of inventory in an excel spreadsheet leaves a lot of room for error. 

Using an inventory management software platform is the solution. Fishbowl has your
inventory as the number one priority at all times. Use Fishbowl for Purchasing, Stocking,
Manufacturing, and Selling your inventory. At all touch points along the journey of your
products lifespan, Fishbowl keeps your inventory accurate.

Keep track of stock in multiple locations in a single system, and use the incredible
forecasting, Min-Max, lead time, and purchasing functions of Fishbowl to make informed
decisions about what to buy, how often to buy, and how much to buy. 

Implement barcode scanning in your warehouse. Fishbowl Go is an app design to be used
on handheld scanning unit or on your smartphone. Increase your accuracy and efficiency
with Fishbowl Go’s live data scanning function. Scan in the items as they arrive, and put
them away into the inventory location where these goods will live. Scan during stocktakes,
scan to pick orders. Every scan is making your inventory more accurate by removing
human error.

Keeping track of all of this on paper, or in excel, or manually is not the answer. Implement
smart technology today.

2
USE GOOD SOFTWARE



3
PLAN FOR YOUR DEMAND

Know your current demand, forecast for future demand, and plan accordingly.

Keep track of your sales per item, per month, and learn when your demand peaks and
dips per product. This analysis needs to be done on a regular basis as sales vary and this
information will need to be adjusted accordingly. To do this manually could be a tedious
task, so you should work smarter not harder.

Have a solution like Fishbowl produce your sales history reports for you, and map out your
busy and quiet times of the year for every product you sell. 

Factor in growth, consider seasonal demand trends, and plan for safety stock levels to give
you a buffer.



4
SUPPLIER LEAD TIMES

Know your supplier lead times, and how often you should reorder from them.

Is your supplier just down the road, or are they on the other side of the World? 

How quickly can they produce the goods?

These are important questions that you need to plan for. Supplier delivery times can be a
key consideration when deciding which supplier to order goods from. Maybe you can buy
the same item from multiple suppliers, and you decide who to order from based on price,
or availability, or lead time. 

During receiving, your suppliers performance is being measured. Fishbowl keeps track of
your supplier’s performance by measuring their lead time (date of placing order, to the
date of receiving the order), the landed cost of the items, and also how much of the order
they fulfill in terms of quantities. This information is critical as you can make decisions
such as which supplier to order with next time, which supplier has the best priced goods
once freight and other costs are included, and how long they are going to take to deliver
the goods.



5
KNOW YOUR CAPACITY

Know your capacity restraints, don’t over order.

Have you had your warehouse manager tell you to “just order more”? 

Over ordering more is not the answer as this put pressure on your cashflow and often
puts pressure on you shelf space in the warehouse. If you order in bulk, are you tying up
capital in stock unnecessarily? … Will it fit in your warehouse? 

Don’t get sucked in to ordering more, just order smarter, and improve your stockturn. 

Use the forecasting abilities of the “Auto Reorder Points” calculator in Fishbowl to make
sure you are ordering often enough throughout the year, ordering the correct amount of
stock each time, and forecasting for any peaks or troughs in demand due to busy or quiet
times.

What is the “Auto Reorder Point Calculator”?
The above factors are taken into account with Fishbowl’s built in “Auto Reorder Points”
calculator. Let Fishbowl scan for sales history and automatically tell you what your Reorder
Point should be.
 
How are these Reorder Points calculated?
The Reorder Point Calculator uses the following information to set your stock ordering
points:
 

ROP = (Lead Time + Safety Stock + Basic Stock) * Unit Sales Per Day
 

Lead Time = The number of days between Issuing a PO and receiving it.

Safety Stock = The number of days of stock to cover emergency situations from your
vendors.

Basic Stock = The number of days of inventory you want to keep on hand.

Unit Sales Per Day = This value will be calculated on a per part basis over the date range
specified.

 
  



CONTACT US

AUSTRALIA - 1300 785 755
NEW ZEALAND - 0800 785 755

INTERNATIONAL - +617 5406 0631

SOLUTIONS@FISHBOWLINVENTORY.COM.AU 
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We love helping businesses to become more efficient,
more accurate, and more profitable. 

Call us today, we are here to help.


